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PARQUET & FLEXIBLE FLOORING:
PRETREATMENT, BONDING AND FINISHING

YOUR DREAM FLOOR
WE'VE GOT IT COVERED
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EC1+ LICENSE

× Describes the emission characteristics 
according to the EMICODE

× EC1 Plus stands for extremely low 
emission (of  VOCs)

A+ LABEL

× Describes emissions of volatile 
substances that are toxic during the 
inhalation of indoor air

× A + stands for very low emission

CE MARKING 
VIA HARMONIZED STANDARD

× Guarantees that the product actually 
meets the requirements that are used 
within Europe

LABELS

PICTOGRAMS

The world of parquet and fl exible fl oor coverings is constantly changing and we are evolving with it.

DL Chemicals, your reliable partner for adhesive and sealing applications since 1936, off ers you a renewed 
range of products for the professional installation of wooden and fl exible fl oor coverings.

Thanks to our extensive choice of primers, leveling products, parquet and fl exible fl oor adhesives and 
fi nishing products, you can always count on DL Chemicals to realize the most diverse projects.

DL Chemicals also off ers a suitable solution in diffi  cult circumstances, where (rising) moisture, poor 
adhesion, uneven screeds  or diffi  cult parquet types are a challenge.

Your dream fl oor, we've got it covered!

UNDERFLOOR HEATING
× Safe to use with underfl oor heating, 

on the condition that (in case of 
pretreatment) the screed is dry

READY-MADE
× Ready-to-use product, must not be 

blended or mixed

ODOURLESS
× The product does not cause any 

odours

SOLVENT FREE
× The product does not contain any 

solvents

WATER BASED
× Environmentally friendly
× Easy cleaning
× Cost saving

WORKS FAST
× Quickly continue working
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PRETREATMENT
REPAIR, FILL,  
LEVEL AND PREPARE 
THE SUBSTRATE

4
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PRIMING
Priming the screed helps to:

× Reduce the suction power of an absorbent surface
× Improve the adhesion between the substrate and the adhesive or leveling layer
× Bind the dust of the substrate
× Improve the mechanical properties of the surface of the substrate
× Better spread the adhesive 
× Reduce the amount of adhesive spread that is used

Situations where the use of an adhesive primer is recommended:
× Highly absorbent or unevenly absorbent surfaces 
× Brittle or dusty surfaces
× With underfl oor heating
× For applying a leveling layer

! Smooth surfaces such as ceramic tiles 
and polished concrete must always be well 
degreased and scratched before applying 
a primer.

! Respect the minimum and maximum time 
to continue working after applying the 
primer. Too short or too long a waiting time 
will reduce the adhesion of the adhesive. The 
waiting time can possibly be extended by 
sanding in the primer.

PRIMER PU TURBO
× Adhesion primer based on polyurethane
× Works very fast: the fl oor can be glued after 1 hour
× Ready to use, solvent-free and odourless
× Does not contain VOCs
× Suitable as an adhesion primer for cement-bound screeds, dry anhydrite screeds 

(<0.5% residual moisture) and ceramic tiles
× Also suitable as a moisture barrier for cement-bound screeds and concrete with 

a residual moisture content of up to 4%
× Can be used as a repair mortar for fi ne cracks (≤5 mm) in screeds when mixed 

with fi ne, dry sand (ratio 1: 6)

METHOD Apply one layer of Primer 
PU Turbo evenly on the dry screed 
with a roller or brush. The screed must 
be suffi  ciently saturated. In the case 
of particularly absorbent surfaces 
and when used as a moisture barrier, 
a second layer of Primer PU Turbo is 
required with an interval of at least 
1 hour (within max. 24 hours). Avoid 
applying excessive product that can 
cause mirror formation. When applied 
correctly, a uniform fi lm forms, which 
promotes adhesion of the adhesive to 
the surface of the screed.

METHOD Apply  one layer of DL 
Egaline Primer with a soft roller or 
brush. Start further work immediately 
after curing (± 1 hour).

METHOD Apply the primer in one 
layer on the dry screed with a roller or 
brush. Allow to dry completely before 
applying the adhesive. Drying time (2 
to 72 hours) may vary depending on 
conditions. Material can be cleaned 
with water. 

Packaging #/pallet Processing temperature Consumption Place fl oor after

Jerrycan 5 l  120 +15°C to +25°C 5 - 10 m²/l Min. 2 hours - Max. 72 hours

Packaging #/pallet Processing temperature Consumption Place fl oor after

Can 10 l  50 >+10°C 8 - 12 m²/l Min. 1 hour  - Max. 72 hours

PRIMER WB
× Water-based adhesion primer
× Ready to use, solvent-free and odourless
× Improves the adhesion of parquet adhesive and dispersion adhesive
× Can be used on absorbent and non-absorbent surfaces 

DL EGALINE PRIMER
× Fast drying adhesion primer
× Works very fast: the leveling layer can already be applied after ± 1 hour
× Ready to use, solvent-free and odourless
× Improves the adhesion of leveling mortars DL Egaline and DL Maxi Egaline
× Can be used on non-absorbent and smooth surfaces
× Changes color when work can be continued

Packaging #/pallet Processing temperature Consumption Place fl oor after

Jerrycan 5 l  120 +5°C to +30°C 15 - 20 m²/l ± 1 hour 
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HYDROBLOCKER 2K
× 2-component moisture and adhesion primer based on epoxy
× Suitable as a moisture barrier for cement-bound screeds, concrete and ceramic 

tiles with a residual moisture content of up to 5%
× Consolidates brittle and dusty surfaces and improves the adhesion of the adhesive
× Solvent-free, anhydrous and odourless
× Does not contain VOCs
× Suitable as an adhesion primer on dry anhydrite screeds (<0.5% residual moisture)
× Can be used as a repair mortar for cracks and cracks (≤20 mm) in the screed when 

mixed with fi ne, dry sand (ratio 1: 6)

METHOD Mix the three comp-
onents in the correct way (see 
technical data sheet on www.dl-chem.
com). Apply one layer of Hydroblocker 
3K evenly on the screed. When applied 
with a roller or brush, the mixture 
should be diluted 5% with water. 
For optimal waterproofi ng, apply a 
second layer crosswise, after drying 
the fi rst layer for at least 12 hours.

METHOD AS MOISTURE BARRIER Mix 
the two components correctly (see 
technical data sheet at www.dl-chem.
com). Apply two coats of Hydroblocker 
2K evenly on the screed with a roller 
or brush, with an interval of at least 
15 hours (within max. 48 hours). The 
screed must be suffi  ciently saturated. 
When applied correctly, a uniform fi lm 
with waterproofi ng eff ect is formed, 
which promotes adhesion of the glue 
to the surface of the screed. Avoid 
applying too much product. It is best 
to cover the walls around the screed 
with one layer of Hydroblocker 2K, up 
to a height of 5 - 6 cm.

METHOD AS ADHESION PRIMER See 
technical data sheet (www.dl-chem.com).

HYDROBLOCKER 3K
× 3-component moisture and adhesion primer based on epoxy 
× Particularly suitable as a moisture barrier against rising moisture on smooth, 

non-absorbent surfaces such as ceramic tiles, stoneware, marble... and on 
absorbent surfaces such as cement-bound screeds and concrete

× Consolidates brittle and dusty surfaces
× Solvent-free and odourless
× Does not contain VOCs

MOISTURE PROTECTION
Parquet and fl exible fl oor covering must be applied on a suffi  ciently dry surface (please see table). If the substrate is not completely dry, the waiting 
time before installing the fl oor can be shortened by applying a moisture-blocking epoxy primer. Even when there is a risk of rising or capillary moisture, 
a specifi c moisture-blocking primer can off er a solution. Such primers consist of a 2- or 3-component system and also serve as adhesion improvers 
for the adhesives. 

Recommended maximum moisture content of the substrate

!    Insuffi  ciently dry anhydrite-
bound screeds must not 
be closed with a moisture 
barrier to prevent them from 
rotting. Even in the presence 
of underfloor heating, the 
screed must always be 
suffi  cient dry. 

Packaging #/pallet Processing temperature Consumption Install fl oor after Pot life

Box of 2 sets:
2 x 7.5 l
- comp. A: jerrycan 5 l
- comp. B: jerrycan 2.5 l

 32 >+10°C ±  6 m²/l (adhesion primer) 
±  3 m²/l (moisture barrier)

Min. 15 hours
Max. 48 hours

30 - 40 min.

Packaging #/pallet Processing temperature Consumption Install fl oor after Pot life

Bucket with 2 sets:
2 x 5 kg
- comp. A: 0.75 kg pot
- comp. B: pot 1.5 kg
- comp. C: bag 2.75 kg

  44 +10°C to +35°C ±  1 - 2 m²/kg Min. 12 hours
Max. 48  hours

40 - 60 min.

Type of fl oor covering

Type of substrate Vinyl, LVT, rubber Parquet, cork, linoleum, carpet

Cement-bound 
screed

With underfl oor heating 1.8 %

Without underfl oor heating 2.0 % 2.5 %

Anhydrite-
bound screed

With underfl oor heating 0.3 %

Without underfl oor heating 0.5 %
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PRIMER SELECTION TABLE

(1) Ceramic tiles should be degreased and scratched before applying the primer.
(2) Only as an adhesion primer, not as a moisture barrier. The screed must be suffi  ciently dry. 
(3) Only suitable as a moisture barrier for cement-bound screeds with residual moisture content up to 4% (Primer PU Turbo) or 5% (Hydroblocker 2K and 
Hydroblocker 3K). 
(4) No direct application. First apply DL Egaline and DL Maxi Egaline. 
(5) Sanding in of the primer is recommended. 
(6) The waiting time can be extended to 7 days if the primer is sanded. 

Primer WB Primer PU Turbo Hydroblocker 2K Hydroblocker 3K DL Egaline Primer

Ab
so

rb
en

t s
cr

ee
d Cement-bound ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ x

Anhydrite ✔ ✔ ✔ x x
Concrete ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ x

Non-absorbent surface 
(like ceramic tiles) (1)

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Co
m

pa
tib

ili
ty

Suitable for underfl oor 
heating

✔ ✔ (2) ✔ (2) x ✔

Suitable as a moisture barrier 
against residual moisture x ✔ (3) ✔ (3) ✔ (3) x

Suitable as a moisture barrier 
against rising moisture x x x ✔ x

Im
pr

ov
es

 th
e 

ad
he

sio
n 

of

Polymer parquet adhesive ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ x
2C (epoxy) PU parquet 

adhesive
✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ x

Dispersion adhesive for 
fl exible fl oor coverings

✔ ✔ (4) ✔ (4) ✔ (4) x

Leveling mortar x ✔ (5) ✔ (5) ✔ (5) ✔

Consumption 5 - 10 m²/l
 8 - 12 m²/l (1 layer)
5 - 8 m²/l (2 layers)

± 6 m²/l (1 layer)
± 3 m²/l (2 layers)

± 1.3 - 2 m²/kg 15 - 20 m²/l

Good to walk on after 2 hours 50 - 70 min. 15 hours 12 hours ± 1 hour

Continue to work after
Min. 2 hours

Max. 72 hours
Min. 1 hour

Max. 72 hours
Min. 15 hours

Max. 48 hours (6)
Min. 12 hours

Max.  48 hours (6)

Immediately after 
curing (changes color 

after ± 1 hour)
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DL EGALINE
× Dry cement-based fast-leveling mortar for interior fl oors
× Suitable for leveling out very small irregularities of 0.5 mm to max. 10 mm 
× Processing time: ± 25 minutes
× Fast curing: can be walked on after ± 3 hours 
× Can be covered after ± 24 hours
× Very good self-smoothing process
× Excellent adhesion
× High end resistances: compressive strength class C25 and fl exural strength class 

F5 according to EN13813
× Ideal substrate for parquet, vinyl, LVT, linoleum, cork, carpet, laminate, tiling... 

DL MAXI EGALINE
× Dry cement-based fast-leveling mortar for interior fl oors 
× Suitable for leveling out large irregularities of 2 mm to max. 30 mm 
× Processing time: ± 30 minutes
× Can be walked on after ± 6 hours 
× Can be covered after ± 24 hours
× Very good self-smoothing process
× Excellent adhesion
× Very high end resistances: compressive strength class C30 and fl exural 

strength class F7 according to EN13813
× Ideal substrate for parquet, vinyl, LVT, linoleum, cork, carpet, laminate, tiling... 

METHOD Dilute the dry leveling 
mortars DL Egaline or DL Maxi Egaline 
by adding them slowly and evenly 
to the correct amount of water and 
mixing the whole intensively with 
a slow rotating mixer. Let it rest 
for 5 minutes and then stir again 
vigorously. Pour the leveling mortar 
in strips on the fl oor. Light assistance 
with a squeegee, leveling trowel 
or pin roller may be necessary. 

DL (Maxi) Egaline is applied in one or 
two layers. If a second layer of mortar 
is required, apply this as soon as the 
fi rst layer of mortar has set and has 
been primed with DL Egaline Primer. 
After the drying time of the primer (± 
1 hour), the second layer of mortar can 
be applied. 

For leveling layers under parquet, the 
minimum layer thickness is 3 mm. 
After complete curing, the parquet 
adhesive can be applied. 

Packaging #/pallet Processing temperature Consumption (powder) Continue working after

 Bag 20 kg  50 +5°C to +30°C ± 1.55 kg/mm/m² ± 24 hours

Packaging #/pallet Processing temperature Consumption (powder) Continue working after

 Bag 25 kg  48 +5°C to +30°C ± 1.7 kg/mm/m² ± 24 hours

LEVELING
Leveling the substrate is necessary in case of uneven surfaces. With a glued installation of the wooden 
fl oor covering, the permissible fl atness deviation is 2 mm over a length of 1 m and 3 mm over a length of 
2 m. Leveling will improve the fl atness of the substrate in such a way that the bonding surface is optimal. 

!    The application of a leveling layer does not 
serve to adjust the level or the horizontality or to 
make mechanically defective surfaces suitable 
for bonding. 

!   The use of a primer is recommended for the 
application of the leveling layer.
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PARQUET BONDING
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THE START OF A PERFECT PARQUET BONDING
WOOD REQUIRES ATTENTION
Moisture content
Wood tends to keep its moisture content in balance with the humidity of the air or the environment. Until the equilibrium moisture content is reached, 
the wood will absorb moisture from the air or release moisture to the air. These fl uctuations in wood moisture content will usually cause the wood to 
swell or shrink. The hygric movement is most pronounced in the tangential plane (fi le plane) of a wooden element. 

Other in� uencing factors
In addition to the drying quality of the wood, other factors can also infl uence the dimensional stability of wood: the type of wood, the wood quality, 
the cutting method, the slenderness of the profi le, the presence of shrink grooves, the method of installation and the structure of multi-layer parquet...

Slicing technique quarter-cut:     Slicing technique crown-cut: 

The slenderness factor of a pro� le
The slenderness factor of a rectangular element is defi ned by the ratio between the width and the thickness of the element. With slim profi les (e.g. 
wide and thin parquet strips) considerable deformations can occur. It is therefore important that a suitable adhesive is selected for this.

      Width

Slenderness factor = width / thickness       
         
               

 Thickness

Example: solid oak parquet of 200 mm wide and 20 mm thick has a slenderness factor of 10 (= 200/20)

Acclimatizing wood
Let the parquet acclimatize in the original packaging for a few days in the relevant room.  The recommended ambient temperature is 16°C - 22°C, 
with a relative humidity between 30% and 60%.

Check moisture content
Check the moisture content of the wood before installation and compare it with the value prescribed by the manufacturer. Placement is strongly 
discouraged below 7% or above 11% wood moisture.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF THE RIGHT ADHESIVE SELECTION
There are diff erent types of parquet adhesive, of which the 1-component polymer adhesives 
and the 2-component (epoxy) polyurethane adhesives can be used for most applications 
due to their versatility. 

The choice of adhesive depends, among other things, on the nature and fl atness of the 
substrate, the properties and dimensions of the fl oor elements, the moisture sensitivity of 
the wood, the presence of underfl oor heating, the compatibility with the substrate and 
any primers, the processing properties...

Rigid or � exible adhesives
Rigid adhesives are recommended if you want to counteract the movement of the wood. 
Due to their strong adhesion and low stretch, these adhesives will increase the burden on 
the substrate. This adhesive type therefore requires a substrate with high cohesive strength, 
otherwise the transmitted stresses can lead to an adhesive fracture of the substrate. 

Flexible adhesives can compensate for the movements of the wood due to their elastic 
nature and then return to their original shape. 

DL Chemicals parquet adhesives can be classi� ed according to their strength and elasticity: 

Average elasticity    Average elasticity    Low elasticity
Medium strength     High strength     Very high strength

Adhesive trowel Serration* Applications Consumption Trowel width Packaging

B11 8.2 |  5.8 | 5.0 Solid parquet
Multi-layer parquet
Industrial parquet
End grain wood � oor

900 - 1200 g/m² 20 cm  Set of 5 pieces

CHOOSE THE RIGHT ADHESIVE TROWEL

Tip: Hold the adhesive trowel at an angle of 60° for optimal spreading of the adhesive.

It may be necessary to use an adhesive trowel with coarse serration (such as B16) for the bonding of long, wide planks and for bonding on uneven surfaces. 
For mosaic parquet, lamparquet, wood veneer... an adhesive trowel with small serrations (such as B3) can be used. 

(*) Serration a | b | c (in mm)

c (tooth height) |

a (tooth back width)
____ b (tooth width)

____

THE SUBSTRATE
The substrate must also meet certain requirements before installing parquet:

× The substrate must be horizontal and suffi  ciently fl at. If necessary, the fl atness can be improved by leveling with DL Egaline or DL Maxi Egaline. 
× The surface must be suffi  ciently dry. Optionally, a moisture barrier can be applied with Hydroblocker 2K or Hydroblocker 3K.
× The substrate must be strong enough with a good surface cohesion. A primer such as Primer WB, Primer PU Turbo and Hydroblocker 2K can in 

some cases improve the surface condition. Any cracks in the screed can be repaired with a synthetic repair mortar (Hydroblocker 2K + sand). 
× Smooth surfaces such as ceramic tiles and polished concrete must be degreased and scratched well. 

UNDERFLOOR HEATING
If the parquet is installed on underfl oor heating, it must be turned off  at least 48 hours before gluing.
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HYBRID POLYMER ADHESIVE

The Parabond Parquet range consists 
of 1-component parquet adhesives 
based on hybrid polymers. 

These elastic adhesives serve for a 
wide range of applications: for all types 
of parquet fl oors: mosaic parquet, 
solid tongue and groove parquet, 
multi-layer parquet, lamparquet... but 
also for problematic woods such as 
beech, maple and bamboo.

The ready-to-use adhesives have 
excellent adhesion on both absorbent 
and non-absorbent surfaces (such as 
bonding parquet fl oors to old ceramic 
tiles).

The adhesives do not contain water 
or solvents, which limits the risk of 
warping.

PARABOND PARQUET 340
× Universal parquet adhesive
× Elastic 1-component polymer adhesive
× Suitable for underfl oor heating
× FCBA test report according to NF B54008 application for solid oak parquet 

up to 180 mm wide and 20 mm thick or slenderness factor 9

PARABOND PARQUET 300 
× Basic parquet adhesive
× Elastic 1-component polymer adhesive 

Packaging #/pallet Can be walked on after Inlay time

 Bucket 15 kg  33 24 hours 30 min.

 Bucket 2 x 7.5 kg
(with liner)

 33 24 hours 30 min.

Packaging #/pallet Can be walked on after Inlay time

 Bucket 15 kg  33 24  hours 30 min.

 Bucket 2 x 7.5 kg
(with liner)

 33 24  hours 30 min.

Watch the product video:
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Packaging #/pallet Can be walked on after Inlay time 

 Bucket 15 kg  33 24 hours 35 min.

 Bucket 2 x 7.5 kg
(with liner)

 33 24 hours 35 min.

Packaging #/pallet Can be walked on after Inlay time 

 Bucket 15 kg  33 8 hours 30 min.

 Bucket 2 x 7.5 kg
(with liner)

 33 8 hours 30 min.

PARABOND PARQUET 440
×  Parquet adhesive for high performance
× Elastic 1-component polymer adhesive
× Suitable for underfl oor heating
× Suitable for solid parquet up to 180 mm wide and 14 mm thick or 

slenderness factor 12.9 (FCBA test report according to standard NF B54008)

PARABOND PARQUET 540
× Parquet adhesive with very high fi nal strength
× Hard-elastic 1-component polymer adhesive
× Suitable for all types of parquet, including critical and moisture-sensitive 

parquet
× Suitable for underfl oor heating
× Very fast strength building
× Very low VOC emissions (EC1+)

METHOD The parquet adhesive 
can be applied directly from the 
packaging to the prepared surface 
and pressed open with a wide 
serrated trowel. The easy spatulability 
ensures a powerful, perfectly standing 
adhesive bead. Do not apply too 
much adhesive at once, as the open 
time is about 30 minutes (at 23°C and 
50% R.H.).  

Slide the parquet into the adhesive 
spread when it is still wet and tap it 
with a rubber hammer. The material 
can now still be adjusted. Then press 
it well. If necessary, weight down the 
parquet to enable a perfect transfer 
of the adhesive. Roll parquet without 
tongue and groove with a cylinder 
roller. The distance between the wall 
and the parquet must be at least 10-
15 mm. 

After a minimum of 24 hours the 
parquet can be walked on and can 
be sanded or, in case of the Parabond 
Parquet 540, after a minimum of 8 
hours.

2-COMPONENT ADHESIVE

PARACOL PARQUET 2C PU+
× Particularly strong, rigid 2-component parquet adhesive on PU epoxy base
× Extremely high fi nal strength
× Suitable for absorbent and non-absorbent surfaces
× Contains no water or solvents, which limits the risk of warping
× Suitable for locally uneven surfaces because of its fi lling capacity
× Suitable for underfl oor heating
× Long pot life: up to 120 minutes
× Particularly suitable for large-format plank parquet, end grain wood fl oors, 

industrial parquet and for critical and moisture-sensitive wood types

METHOD Mix the components of 
the parquet adhesive in the correct 
ratio: 9kg/1kg. Always maintain the 
correct ratio because a shortage of 
B-component (the hardener) leads to 
an incomplete curing of the adhesive.

Apply the adhesive with a coarse 
serrated adhesive trowel. Do not 
apply too much adhesive at once, 
as the open time of the adhesive is 
maximum 120 minutes. 

Slide the parquet into the adhesive 
when it is still wet and tap it with a 
rubber hammer. The material can 
now still be adjusted. Then press it 
well. If necessary, weight down the 
parquet to enable a perfect transfer of 
the adhesive. After a minimum of 24 
hours, the parquet can be walked on 
and can be sanded. 

Packaging #/pallet Can be walked on after Inlay time Pot life

 Bucket 9 kg +  
Pot 1 kg

 50 24 hours - 72 hours 2 hours 120 min.
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BONDING OF FLEXIBLE 
FLOOR COVERING
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LINOLEUM

LVT CORK VINYL

CARPETLINOLEUM

SEMI-WET GLUING METHOD
FOR ABSORBENT SUBSTRATES 
Apply the adhesive evenly to the 
substrate using a suitable trowel. Do 
not spread more adhesive than can 
be applied within the open time (40 
minutes). Install the fl exible fl oor 
covering after a short waiting time of 
20 minutes. After application, rub the 
full surface of the covering to ensure 
that the adhesive is well distributed 
on the back and that no air is trapped 
under the fl oor covering. Weight or 
counter roll uneven seams and any 
deformations in the fl oor covering. 
20 minutes after application, rub the 
entire fl oor covering again, especially 
at the seams and edges.

CONTACT GLUING METHOD
FOR NON-ABSORBENT SUBSTRATES
Lay the fl exible fl oor covering in 
wet and rub on. Immediately knock 
back the fl oor covering and let the 
back of the fl oor covering and the 
substrate air off  until after more than 
20 minutes (test with fi ngertip if a 
liquid tack occurs). Lay in the fl oor 
covering again, roll and rub on.

PARACOL UNIVERSAL FLOORING
× Universal dispersion adhesive for fl exible fl oor coverings
× Water-based
× Ready to use, solvent-free and odourless
× Easy to apply with an adhesive trowel
× Adheres quickly and powerfully
× Resistant to peel stress
× Very low VOC emissions (EC1+)
× A healthy indoor climate adhesive, harmless to health while applying 

and when using the fl oor
× Suitable for underfl oor heating

Packaging #/pallet Can be walked on after Inlay time

  Bucket 14 kg  33 24 hours Min. 20 min. 
Max. 40 min.

DISPERSION ADHESIVE

PARACOL UNIVERSAL FLOORING IS SUITABLE FOR ALL THESE FLEXIBLE FLOOR COVERINGS

CHOOSE THE RIGHT ADHESIVE TROWEL 

Adhesive trowel Applications Consumption Trowel width Packaging

Serration A2 Floor covering with 
plain back

±  285 g/m² 20 cm  Set of 5 pieces

An adhesive trowel with A1 serration can be used for fl exible fl oor covering with an even back. For fl exible 
fl oor coverings with a rough back, trowels with B2 serration are recommended. 
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FINISHING
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PARABOND 600
High-quality, fast-curing polymer sealant and adhesive with high initial adhesion (high tack). Super strong bonding without clamps of 
almost all materials on almost all surfaces. Ideal for gluing skirting boards, slats, thresholds... 

PARACRYL PARQUET 
Water-based sealant specially formulated for sealing elastic joints in parquet and laminate as well as connecting joints between parquet 
and laminate fl oors, skirting boards and walls. The sealant has a high hardness and can be painted over after curing. Paracryl Parquet has 
a very good adhesion to all absorbent surfaces such as wood, stone, concrete... and is available in various wood tones. 

PARABOND MARINE PARQUET
Elastic polymer sealant for bonding and sealing parquet fl oors in construction, industry, marine...  Excellent sandability. Can be used 
indoors and outdoors with a very high resistance to ageing and weather infl uences. 

PARACOL MOUNTAGEKIT NEOPRENE
Neoprene-based mounting sealant with high fi nal strength. For fastening without nails or screws of most materials common in 
construction. Ideal for gluing skirting boards, decorative moldings, window sills, sheet material, nameplates, hanging hooks and 
decorative ornaments in plaster. Can be applied on uneven materials (up to 8 mm), both horizontally and vertically. 

PARACOL WOOD D3
Transparent drying wood glue for most types of wood, even exotic ones. Suitable for gluing wood structures such as window frames, 
exterior doors, mortise and tenon joints and dovetails. Ideal for gluing tongue and groove joints in fl oating parquet. 

PARAFOAM 1K
Manual PUR foam with low post-expansion. Suitable for fi lling voids under the parquet. Good thermal and acoustic insulation. CFC and 
HCFC free (not ozone harmful).

PARACOL MOUNTAGEKIT WB
Water-based mounting sealant with high fi nal strength. For fastening without nails or screws of most materials common in construc-
tion. Suitable for bonding to concrete, masonry, plaster, wood, metal, PVC... Specially developed for bonding and joining elements in 
polystyrene or expanded polyurethane. 

Packaging #/pallet Available colours

25 x 290 ml 1200 

20 x 600 ml  900

Packaging #/pallet Available colours

25 x 310 ml 1200 

Packaging #/pallet Available colors

25 x 310 ml 1200 

Packaging #/pallet Available colours

12 x 750 ml 672

12 x 500 ml 840 

Packaging #/pallet Available colours

25 x 290 ml 1200     

Packaging #/pallet Available colours

25 x 310 ml 1200              

Packaging Available in content

Squeeze bottle 250 g, 750 g

Bucket 5 kg, 10 kg, 25 kg
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PRIMER 
PU TURBO

PARABOND 
PARQUET 

300

PRIMER 
PU TURBO

PRIMER 
WB

PRIMER PU 
TURBO

DL MAXI 
EGALINE

HYDRO
BLOCKER 

2K

PARABOND 
PARQUET 

340

HYDRO
BLOCKER 

3K

PARABOND 
PARQUET 

440

PARABOND 
PARQUET 

540

PARACOL
PARQUET 
2C PU+

DL EGALINE 
PRIMER

DL EGALINE

 NO

 NO

 NO

 NO

 YES

 YES

 YES

 YES

IS THE SUBSTRATE DRY?

IS THE SURFACE UNEVEN?

IS THE SURFACE DUSTY AND / OR ABSORBENT?

IS THERE UNDERFLOOR HEATING?

ST
EP

 1

ST
EP

 2

≤ 5% residual moisture

Universal adhesive

<4% residual moisture

+ sanding inIn
 c

as
e 

no
 m

oi
st

ur
e 

ba
rr

ie
r 

pr
im

er
 h

as
 b

ee
n 

us
ed

 y
et

Basic adhesive

Rising moisture

High performance adhesive Fast and powerful adhesive Extremely strong adhesive

Non-absorbent surfaces Absorbent surfaces

Unevenness ≤ 10 mm Unevenness ≤ 30 mm

PRODUCT WIZARD PARQUET
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PRIMER 
PU TURBO

PRIMER 
WB

HYDRO
BLOCKER 

2K

HYDRO
BLOCKER 

3K

PARACOL UNIVERSAL FLOORING

 NO

 NO

 YES

 YES

IS THE SUBSTRATE DRY?

IS THE SURFACE DUSTY AND / OR ABSORBENT?

WHAT TYPE OF FLOOR COVERING?

≤ 5% residual moisture

LinoleumVinyl / LVT

< 4% residual moisture

Af
te

r s
an

di
ng

 in

Rising moisture

Cork Fixed carpet

PRIMER PU 
TURBO

DL MAXI 
EGALINE

DL EGALINE 
PRIMER

DL EGALINE

ST
EP

 1
ST

EP
 2

+ sanding in

Non-absorbent surfaces Absorbent surfaces

Unevenness ≤ 10 mm Unevenness ≤ 30 mm

PRODUCT WIZARD FLEXIBLE FLOOR COVERINGS
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BELGIAN MANUFACTURER SINCE 1936

Re
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Postal address and manufacturing: Roterijstraat 201-203 – B-8793 Waregem
Head offi  ce and warehouse: Splenterbeekstraat 4 – B-8710 Wielsbeke
T: +32 (0)56 62 70 51 
info@dl-chem.com

Discover all products at www.dl-chem.com
Follow us on Facebook and LinkedIn
Take a look at our product videos on Youtube

THE BELGIAN MANUFACTURER AND FAMILY COMPANY DL CHEMICALS OFFERS YOU A DIVERSE AND COMPLETE PRODUCT RANGE, FROM 

SILICONES, MS POLYMERS AND HYBRID SEALANTS, ACRYLATE AND PUR SEALANTS TO PUR FOAMS, ADHESIVES, HYDROFUGES... WITH A 

HISTORY OF OVER 80 YEARS OF EXCELLENT KNOW-HOW AND A HIGH LEVEL OF SERVICE, WE'VE GOT YOU AND ALL YOUR PROJECTS COVERED!

This information brochure has been developed to guide you in selecting products, based on our experience at the date 

of publication and on the average usage standards. They must be observed, but are not exempt from preliminary testing, 

especially in case of specifi c implementation constraints. The information in this brochure has been compiled with the 

greatest possible care. Nevertheless, it is with reservations to any omissions, errors or printing errors.  Nevertheless, it 

is possible that the information changes. Always refer to the most recent technical information sheet on the website 

before using any product.


